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A Second Order Minimum-Energy Filter on the Special Orthogonal
Group
Mohammad Zamani, Jochen Trumpf, and Robert Mahony
Abstract— This work documents a case study in the appli-
cation of Mortensen’s nonlinear filtering approach to invariant
systems on general Lie groups. In this paper, we consider the
special orthogonal group SO(3) of all rotation matrices. We
identify the exact form of the kinematics of the minimum-
energy (optimal) observer on SO(3) and note that it depends
on the Hessian of the value function of the associated optimal
control problem. We derive a second order approximation of
the dynamics of the Hessian by neglecting third order terms in
the expansion of the dynamics. This yields a Riccati equation
that together with the optimal observer equation form a second
order minimum-energy filter on SO(3). The proposed filter is
compared to the multiplicative extended Kalman filter (MEKF),
arguably the industry standard for attitude estimation, by
means of simulations. Our studies indicate superior transient
and asymptotic tracking performance of the proposed filter as
compared to the MEKF.
I. INTRODUCTION
Optimal filtering is a core field in the systems and control
literature. Deterministic nonlinear filtering was introduced
by Mortensen [1] in the late 1960s and is now referred
to as minimum-energy filtering. In this method, the optimal
filtering problem is rewritten as an optimal control problem
minimizing a deterministic energy functional in the plant
disturbance signals followed by a further optimization over
the initial value parameter in the system. For the linear
case, the minimum energy filter for the standard quadratic
cost functional has been shown [2]–[4] to be equivalent to
the classical Kalman filter equations [5]. An advantage of
the minimum-energy filtering approach is that it does not
require a stochastic interpretation of the underlying signals
in the estimation problem and facilitates the application of
well known theories from optimal control. For example,
Krener [6] proved that under some conditions, including
the uniform observability of the system, a minimum-energy
estimate converges exponentially fast to the true state. In
more recent work Aguiar et al. [7] applied the minimum-
energy principle to systems with perspective outputs by em-
bedding the nonlinear geometry in an overarching Euclidean
space. The resulting estimator is ‘optimal’ on the matrix
space R4×4 and arguably near optimal when the estimate is
projected to the special Euclidean group SE(3) of rigid-body
transformations. In separate work, Coote et al. [8] proposed
a near-optimal nonlinear filter applying minimum-energy
filtering directly to the geometric structure of the unit circle
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S1. In follow on work, Zamani et al. [9] obtained a near-
optimal minimum-energy filter posed directly on the Special
Orthogonal Group SO(3). These two filters are designed
directly on the underlying geometric structure of the system
state space and include explicit bounds on their distance
to optimality. These filters, however, do not use systematic
design principles in the design of the filter, relying rather
on identification of a suitable Lyapunov function for filter
design and the optimality analysis.
This present paper considers the application of
Mortensen’s nonlinear filtering approach [1] to invariant
systems on SO(3) with vectorial measurements. The
present work extends our prior work [9] in that here we
incorporate a measurement model and use Mortensen’s
approach [1] to provide a systematic approach to deriving
the proposed estimator. We derive the exact form of an
optimal observer on SO(3) that can be interpreted as a
gradient flow with respect to a time-varying metric derived
from the Hessian of the value function of the corresponding
optimal control problem. This result links optimal filtering
on Lie groups to the nonlinear observer work that has
been actively investigated in the last five years, cf. [10],
[11]. We use Mortensen’s method to obtain a second
order approximation to the ordinary differential equation
(ODE) governing the evolution of the Hessian of the value
function and following the same philosophy as Mortensen
in [1] we derive a three-by-three positive definite matrix
Riccati equation to compute the associated filter gain. The
filter obtained has the same general structure and tuning
parameters as the multiplicative extended Kalman filter
(MEKF) [12], however, it has additional terms in the Riccati
equation that appear in the derivation due to the geometry
of the state space. The proposed filter can be implemented
with essentially the same computational complexity as
the MEKF. In a suit of simulations the proposed filter is
compared against the MEKF. According to a recent survey
on nonlinear attitude filtering methods, cf. the conclusions
section in [13], “the extended Kalman filter, especially in
the form known as the multiplicative extended Kalman
filter, remains the method of choice for the great majority
of applications.” Our simulation studies indicate that the
proposed filter consistently outperforms the MEKF both in
transient and asymptotic responses. A key property of the
proposed filter is that it is highly robust to choice of initial
parameters (initial condition, initial gain estimate) and can
be implemented with minimal tuning.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II introduces the notation. The problem of minimum-
energy filtering on SO(3) is formally discussed in Section III.
In Section IV we apply Mortensen’s approach to derive
the proposed filtering formulas. The obtained results are
presented and formally proved in Section V. Next, Section VI
includes some remarks on the implementation of the pro-
posed filter along with a simulation study, comparing the
performance of the proposed filter against the MEKF. Finally,
Section VII concludes the paper.
II. NOTATION
The rotation group is denoted by SO(3).
SO(3) = {R ∈ R3×3 |RT R = I,det(R) = 1},
where I is the 3 by 3 identity matrix. The associated Lie
algebra so(3) is the set of skew-symmetric matrices,
so(3) = {A ∈ R3×3 |A =−AT}.
For Ω = [a,b,c]T ∈ R3, the lower index operator (.)× :
R3 −→ so(3) yields the skew-symmetric matrix
Ωx =
 0 −c bc 0 −a
−b a 0
 .
Inversely, the operator vex : so(3) −→ R3 extracts the skew
coordinates, vex(Ω×) =Ω. The Frobenius norm of a matrix
X ∈R3×3 is given by ‖X‖ :=√〈X ,X〉 :=√trace(XT X). We
define a cost φΓ : SO(3)−→ R+0 , by
φΓ(R) :=
1
2
trace
[
(R− I)TΓ(R− I)] ,
where Γ ∈ R3×3 is symmetric positive definite. Note that
φΓ(R) coincides with the squared Frobenius norm of Γ0.5(R−
I) and hence is nonnegative. We define the following pro-
jection operators. The symmetric projector Ps is defined by
Ps(M) := 0.5(M +MT ). The skew-symmetric projector Pa
is defined by Pa(M) := 0.5(M−MT ). Recall that the vector
product of the two vectors U,Ω ∈ R3 satisfies
(U×Ω) = vex(2Pa(ΩUT )). (1)
III. MINIMUM-ENERGY FILTERING ON SO(3)
Consider the system on SO(3){
R˙(t) = R(t)(A(t)+δ (t)), R(0) = R0,
yi(t) = R(t)T ai+ εi(t), i = 1, · · · ,n , (2)
where R is an SO(3)-valued state signal. The vectors ai
are known vector directions in the reference frame, i.e. a
fixed frame considered as a reference frame. The direction
measurements {yi} and the measurement errors {εi} are
measured in the body fixed frame, i.e. a frame attached to
a moving rigid body with orientation R. The signals A and
δ denote the measured angular velocity input and the input
measurement error, respectively, and take values in so(3).
The unknown variables here are R0, δ and the {εi}. All
signals are deterministic functions of time and we assume
sufficient regularity of all signals to ensure existence of
unique maximal solutions of the system (2).
The principle of minimum-energy filtering adapted to our
system (2) is as follows. Consider the cost
J(t;R0,δ |[0, t],{εi|[0, t]}) =
∫ t
0
1
2
(
‖vex(δ )‖2+∑
i
‖εi‖2
)
dτ
+φK−10 (R0) =
∫ t
0
1
2
trace
(
1
2
δTδ +∑
i
εiεTi
)
dτ
+
1
2
trace
[
(R0− I)T K−10 (R0− I)
]
,
(3)
in which K0 ∈ R3×3 is symmetric positive definite. At each
time t, given the measurements {yi|[0, t]} and A|[0, t], the
goal is to obtain an estimate Rˆ(t) of the true state R(t)
by minimizing the cost (3). The cost arguments are the un-
knowns (R0, δ |[0, t], {εi|[0, t]}). Hence, equivalently, we seek
the minimizing unknowns, given that they are compatible
with the measurements in fulfilling the system equations (2).
The cost functional (3) encodes the total energy involved in
any anticipated set of unknowns and by minimizing it we
achieve a minimum-energy estimate.
A set of minimizing unknowns (R∗0, δ
∗|[0, t], {ε∗i |[0, t]})
replaced in the system equations (2) yields the optimal state
trajectory R∗[0, t]. The subscript [0, t] indicates that the opti-
mization takes place on the interval [0, t]. We pick the final
optimal state R∗[0, t](t) as our minimum-energy estimate at
time t, Rˆ(t) := R∗[0, t](t). This could be a lengthy process as at
any time t we need to obtain the optimal state trajectory R∗[0, t]
and pick its final value as our minimum-energy estimate at
that time. In practice, we will seek a recursive filter that at
each time t yields the minimum-energy estimate as its state
value.
Technically, the cost (3) depends on the unknowns R0,
δ |[0, t] and {εi|[0, t]}, but given R0 and δ |[0, t], the known {ai}
and the measurements A|[0, t] and {yi|[0, t]}, the εi|[0, t] are
uniquely determined by (2). Hence we can turn this problem
into an optimal control problem by substituting εi in (3)
from (2) and treating R0 as a constant parameter for the
moment.
J(t;R0,δ |[0, t]) =∫ t
0
1
2
trace
(
1
2
δTδ +∑
i
(yi−RT ai)(yi−RT ai)T
)
dτ
+
1
2
trace
[
(R0− I)T K−10 (R0− I)
]
.
(4)
We treat δ |[0,t] as the control input and minimize (4) over
δ . The initial value R0 is treated as a fixed and known
parameter when solving the optimal control problem. We
will later optimize over this parameter in the derivation of
the filter. The end point R(t) is free but constrained by the
measurements and by the dynamics (2) in the period [0, t].
To apply the Maximum Principle we define the following
pre-Hamiltonian [14].
H (R,P,δ , t) := trace[
1
4
δ (t)Tδ (t)
+
1
2∑i
(yi−RT ai)(yi−RT ai)T −PT R˙],
(5)
where P ∈ TR SO(3) is the tangent space valued costate vari-
able. Next, we minimize the Hamiltonian over δ computing
the critical point of H .
DδH ◦Γ= 0, ∀Γ ∈ so(3)
⇒ trace[1
2
δ (t)∗TΓ−PT RΓ] = 0 (6)
which gives δ ∗ =−2PT R = 2RT P. Substituting δ ∗ we have
the optimal Hamiltonian
H ∗(R,P, t) = trace[−PT P
+
1
2∑i
(yi−RT ai)(yi−RT ai)T −PT RA]. (7)
From the Maximum principle we get the Hamilton equations{
R˙ = ∇PH ∗(R,P, t),
P˙ =−∇RH ∗(R,P, t). (8)
Since R(t) is free we have the boundary condition
P(0) = R0Pa(RT0 K−10 (R0− I)). (9)
The optimal control problem boils down to solving (8)
and (9) for each t. However, as was said before, we want
to avoid repeating this process at each time t by obtaining a
recursive solution. Next, we apply the dynamic programming
principle to this problem. We define the value function
V (R, t) := min
δ |[0, t]
J(t;R0,δ |[0, t]), (10)
where J is the cost (4) and the minimization is subjected
to the system equations (2). The Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman
equation is then [?]
H ∗(R,∇RV (R, t), t)− ∂V (R, t)∂ t = 0. (11)
From (4) the initial time boundary condition is
V (R0,0) =
1
2
trace
[
(R0− I)T K−10 (R0− I)
]
. (12)
Up to here we have only addressed the optimal control part
of the problem (by only minimizing over δ ). To complete the
optimal filtering problem, we also need to optimize V over
R0. This can be equivalently posed as optimization over R(t)
(from (2) R0 and δ |[0,t] uniquely determine R(t) and vice
versa R(t) and δ |[0,t] uniquely determine R(0)). The optimum
of V is characterized by the criticality condition
∇RV (R, t)|R=Rˆ(t) = 0. (13)
Recall that the minimum-energy estimate Rˆ(t) is the mini-
mizing argument R∗(t), which yields the final condition (13).
Solving Equation (13) is clearly a way to characterize Rˆ(t).
However, we are interested in finding a differential equation
that dynamically updates Rˆ(t).
Up to here we have introduced our optimization problem
and we have shown how to approach it in the context of the
Maximum Principle. In the next section we will discuss how
we modify the proposed solution by Mortensen [1] to derive
a second order approximation of a recursive minimum-
energy filter on SO(3).
IV. FILTER DERIVATION USING MORTENSEN’S
APPROACH
In this section we modify Mortensen’s program [1] in
order to adapt it to the geometric setting of our problem.
Recall that the relationship between a directional derivative
and a gradient with respect to a Riemannian metric 〈., .〉 is
as follows.
DRV (R, t)◦RΓ= 〈∇RV (R, t),RΓ〉. (14)
Here DRV (R, t) ◦RΓ denotes the derivative of the function
V with respect to the argument R in the tangent direction
RΓ where Γ is a Lie algebra element. The symbol ∇RV (R, t)
denotes the gradient of the function V with respect to the
argument R.
Applying (14) to the final condition (13) yields
{DRV (R, t)◦RΓ}|R=Rˆ(t) = 0, for all Γ ∈ so(3). (15)
Next, we calculate the total time derivative of (15) using the
chain rule.
d
dt
{(DRV (R, t)◦RΓ) |R=Rˆ(t)}=
{D2RV (R, t)◦ ( ˙ˆR(t),RΓ)+DR(
∂V (R, t)
∂ t
)◦RΓ+
DRV (R, t)◦RPa(RT ˙ˆRΓ)}R=Rˆ(t) = 0, for all Γ ∈ so(3).
(16)
We use (11) to replace ∂V (R,t)∂ t in (16). This yields
d
dt
{(DRV (R, t)◦RΓ) |R=Rˆ(t)}=
{D2RV (R, t)◦ ( ˙ˆR(t),RΓ)+DRH ∗(R,∇RV (R, t), t)◦RΓ+
DRV (R, t)◦RPa(RT ˙ˆRΓ)}R=Rˆ(t) = 0, for all Γ ∈ so(3).
(17)
Using (14) and (7), the H ∗ term in (17) can be rewritten as
H ∗(R,∇RV (R, t), t) =−DRV (R, t)◦∇RV (R, t)
+
1
2∑i
trace[(yi−RT ai)(yi−RT ai)T ]−DRV (R, t)◦RA.
(18)
To simplify the resulting equation, in the following a first
order derivative of H∗ is derived using (18).
DRH
∗ ◦RΓ=−D2RV (R, t)◦ (∇RV (R, t),RΓ)
−DRV (R, t)◦RPa(RTDR(∇RV (R, t))◦RΓ)
−∑
i
trace[ΓTPa(RT aiyTi )]
−D2RV (R, t)◦ (RA,RΓ)−DRV (R, t)◦RPa(ΓA)
(19)
Replacing this equation in (17) and using the final condi-
tions (13) and (15) will cancel the first order derivatives
and the gradients. Recall that the second order derivative
is connected to the Hessian operator as follows.
D2RV (R, t)◦ (RΓ,RΩ) = 〈HessR V (R, t)◦RΓ,RΩ〉. (20)
This helps replacing the second derivatives with the Hessian
operator. We arrive at
{〈HessR V (R, t)◦ ˙ˆR(t),RΓ〉−〈∑
i
RPa(RT aiyTi ),RΓ〉
−〈HessR V (R, t)◦RA,RΓ〉}R=Rˆ(t) = 0, for all Γ ∈ so(3).
(21)
Finally, canceling the direction Γ and applying the inverse
Hessian yields
˙ˆR(t) = RˆA+Hess−1
Rˆ
V (Rˆ, t)◦ (Rˆ∑
i
Pa(RˆT aiyTi )). (22)
The observer defined by Equation (22) generates the optimal
state estimate given that the Hessian of the value function
V (R, t) exists and is invertible. To implement the observer
we will need to compute an estimate of the Hessian operator
HessR V (R, t). The goal is to obtain a finite dimensional
matrix ODE playing the same role as the matrix Riccati
equation in the linear deterministic filtering case [4].
Recall that the Hessian operator is a symmetric linear map
of the tangent space and can hence be represented in matrix
form. There exists a symmetric matrix K ∈ R3×3 such that
for all Ω ∈ so(3),
HessR V (R, t)◦RΩ= RPa(KΩ). (23)
This can be proved by considering the standard basis of
so(3), see also Proposition 3.1 in [15]. The inverse Hessian
can also be represented in matrix form as follows.
Hess−1R V (R, t)◦RΩ= 2R
(
(trace(K)I−K)−1 vex(Ω))× .
(24)
This immediately follows from
vex(KU×+U×K) = (trace(K)I−K)U, (25)
where K ∈ R3×3 and U is the vector form of an arbitrary
skew symmetric matrix U× ∈ so(3). Equation (25) can be
verified by considering a basis expansion. Equation (24)
along with (1) converts (22) to a matrix equation.
˙ˆR(t) = Rˆ(A+∑
i
(
Q−1(yi× RˆT ai)
)
×), (26)
where Q := trace(K)I−K. The initial condition Rˆ(0) = I is
obtained by evaluating (13) at t = 0. Equation (22) presents
the dynamics of Rˆ(t) using an inverse Hessian operator that
is time varying. In order to fully obtain Rˆ(t) we next need
to obtain a dynamic equation for the Hessian operator.
Similar to what we did before we continue by computing
the total time derivative of the second order derivative of the
value function with respect to R, along the optimal trajectory
Rˆ(t).
X :=
d
dt
{[D2RV (R, t)◦ (RΓ,RΩ)]R=Rˆ(t)}. (27)
Propagating the time derivative inside the bracket yields
X = {D2RV (R, t)◦ (RPa(RT ˙ˆRΓ),RΩ)
+D2RV (R, t)◦ (RPa(RT ˙ˆRΩ),RΓ)+D3RV (R, t)◦ (· · ·)
+D2R(
∂V
∂ t
(R, t))◦ (RΓ,RΩ)}R=Rˆ(t).
(28)
We neglect the third order term and from (11) we replace
∂V (R,t)
∂ t with H
∗(R,∇RV (R, t), t). One can verify through
a relatively lengthy calculations that the last term can be
replaced by the following equation. Note that in deriving the
following equation we neglect the third order derivatives of
V and use the final condition (15) to cancel some of the
terms.
D2RH
∗(R,∇RV (R, t), t)◦ (RΓ,RΩ)≈
−2〈HessR V (R, t)◦HessR V (R, t)◦RΓ),RΩ〉
+ 〈∑
i
RPa(ΓPs(RˆT aiyTi )),RΩ〉
+ 〈RPa(RT (HessR V (R, t)◦RΓ)A),RΩ〉
−〈HessR V (R, t)◦RPa(ΓA),RΩ〉.
(29)
Using (23) yields the matrix equation
D2RH
∗(R,∇RV (R, t), t)◦ (RΓ,RΩ)≈
−2〈RPa(KPa(KΓ)),RΩ〉
+ 〈∑
i
RPa(ΓPs(RˆT aiyTi )),RΩ〉
+ 〈RPa(ΓPs(KA)),RΩ〉
(30)
Replacing the previous equation and the observer equa-
tion (26) in (29) and using Equations (20) and (23) we get
X ≈ {2〈RPa(ΓPs(KA)),RΩ〉+2〈RPa(ΓPs(Kβ )),RΩ〉
−2〈RPa(KPa(KΓ)),RΩ〉
+ 〈R(Pa(ΓPs(Y T R)),RΩ〉}R=Rˆ(t),
(31)
where β =
(
Q−1∑
i
vex(Pa(RˆT aiyTi ))
)
×
is a skew symmet-
ric matrix. On the other hand, X from (27) and using (23)
is
X =
d
dt
〈HessR V (R, t)◦RΓ,RΩ〉= 〈RPa(K˙Γ),RΩ〉. (32)
Therefore by omitting the direction RΩ from the last two
equations on X we obtain the following dynamic equation
for K˜, an approximation of K.
{Pa( ˙˜KΓ) = Pa[2ΓPs(K˜A)+2ΓPs(K˜β )
−2K˜Pa(K˜Γ)+∑
i
ΓPs(RˆT aiyTi )]}R=Rˆ(t). (33)
Applying the Vex operator to this equation and replacing
K˜ with Q˜ := trace(K˜)I − K˜ yields the dynamics of Q˜, an
approximation to Q.
˙˜Q =Ps(2Q˜A−∑
i
Q˜
(
Q˜−1(yi× RˆT ai)
)
×)− Q˜2
+∑
i
trace(Ps(RˆT aiyTi ))I−∑
i
Ps(RˆT aiyTi ),
(34)
where Q˜(0) = trace(K−10 )I−K−10 . This initial condition is
obtained by differentiating Equation (12) with respect to R,
using the final condition (15) and the fact that Rˆ(0) = I.
V. RESULTS
In summary, following the calculations in Section IV we
have obtained the following filter. Note that for convenience
we drop the tilde notation.
˙ˆR = Rˆ(A+∑
i
(
Q−1(yi× RˆT ai)
)
×), Rˆ(0) = I, (35a)
Q˙ =Ps(2QA−∑
i
Q
(
Q−1(yi× RˆT ai)
)
×)−Q2
+∑
i
trace(Ps(RˆT aiyTi ))I−∑
i
Ps(RˆT aiyTi ),
(35b)
where Q(0) = trace(K−10 )I−K−10 and K0 is known from the
cost (3). The signals A and {yi} are defined by the system (2).
The filter in Equation (35) consists of two interconnected
parts. Equation (35a) evolves on SO(3) and consists of a
copy of system (2) plus an innovation term. The innovation
term is a weighted distance between the (past) estimated
signal and the noisy measured signal projected on the tangent
space. Note that yi × RˆT ai encodes the rotation required
to take RˆT ai to yi in Riemannian normal coordinates. The
weighting Q−1 is applied to the skew coordinates of this
distance and the results are projected back on the tangent
space. The (inverse) weighting matrix Q, dynamically gen-
erated by (35b), depends on the past estimates and the past
measurements. The second equation (35b) is a time varying
Riccati differential equation.
Consider the system (2) and the cost (3). Given some
measurements {yi|[0, t]} and their associated input A|[0, t],
assume that unique solutions Rˆ(t) and Q(t) to (35a) and (35b)
exist on [0, t].
Theorem 1: Assuming that V (R, t) from (10) is twice
differentiable and that HessR V (R, t) is invertible, Rˆ(t)
given from (35a) is optimal where Q = trace(K)I−K and
HessR V (R, t)◦RΩ= RPa(KΩ), for all Ω ∈ so(3).
Proof: From our previous calculations in Section IV it
is easy to see that Equation (35a) is derived only using the
optimality conditions (7) and (13).
Remark 1: The left invariant observer (35a) is in fact a
gradient-based observer [11]. The innovation term in this
equation is a gradient of the right invariant cost function
f (Rˆ,{yi}) =∑
i
|yi− RˆT ai|2 with respect to Rˆ and the right
invariant metric given by 〈A,B〉Q := trace[AQBT ] for all
A,B ∈ so(3), where Q is a positive definite matrix.
Remark 2: Although we obtain the optimal observer (35a)
we would need the true Hessian operator to be able to
compute this optimal filter. The next proposition states that
Equation (35b) is an approximation to the dynamics of the
Hessian operator.
Proposition 1: Assuming that V (R, t) is three times dif-
ferentiable and that HessR V (R, t) is invertible, Q˙ in (35b)
approximates the derivative of the true Hessian of V (R, t) to
the order O(∇3RV (R, t)).
Proof: In Section IV, deriving Equation (27) was
followed by using the optimal equation (35a), the final value
condition (13) and neglecting the third order derivatives of
the value function. Hence, the dynamics of the Hessian
operator was approximated up to the second order.
Remark 3: Similar to our previous filter derivation in
Section IV we could continue with Mortensen’s approach
to derive a higher order filter. However, this would require
some tedious tensor algebra.
VI. SIMULATIONS
Note that rewriting the proposed filter (35) using P :=
Q−1 yields the following filter that is more suitable for
implementation as it avoids the inverse operation.
˙ˆR = Rˆ(A+∑
i
(
P(yi× RˆT ai)
)
×), Rˆ(0) = I, (36a)
P˙ =Ps(2PA−∑
i
P
(
P(yi× RˆT ai)
)
×)+ I
−P(∑
i
trace(Ps(RˆT aiyTi ))I−∑
i
Ps(RˆT aiyTi ))P,
(36b)
where P(0) = (trace(K−10 )I−K−10 )−1. To achieve better im-
plementation properties we also convert (36a) to a quaternion
observer in which rotations are represented by unit quater-
nions. Note that if q = [ q0 ~q ]T ∈ R4 is a quaternion with
unit norm where ~q ∈R3, then q correponds to R(q) ∈ SO(3)
R(q) := I3+2q0~q×+2~q 2×. (37)
Hence the proposed quaternion filter is given by
˙ˆq=
1
2
qˆ⊗(vex(A)+∑
i
P(yi× yˆTi )), qˆ(0) = [ 1 0 0 0 ]T , (38a)
P˙ =Ps(2PA−∑
i
P
(
P(yi× yˆTi )
)
×)+ I
−P(∑
i
trace(Ps(yˆiyTi ))I−∑
i
Ps(yˆiyTi ))P,
(38b)
where P(0) = (trace(K−10 )I−K−10 )−1, the operator ⊗ is the
quaternion multiplication and yˆi := RˆT ai. It is straightforward
to verify that yˆi is also equal to the vector part of qˆ−1⊗
[ 0 a ]T ⊗ qˆ, where for q = [ q0 ~q ]T the inverse is defined
as q−1 := [ q0 −~q ]T .
The unit quaternion MEKF is given by [12]
˙ˆqm =
1
2
qˆm⊗ (vex(A)+∑
i
Pm(yi× yˆTi )), qˆm(0) = [1 0 0 0]T ,
(39a)
P˙m =Ps(2PmA)+I−Pm(∑
i
trace(Ps(yˆiyˆTi ))I−∑
i
Ps(yˆiyˆTi ))Pm,
(39b)
where Pm(0) = I and yˆi is equal to the vector part of qˆ−1m ⊗
[ 0 a ]T ⊗ qˆm.
Remark 4: Note that the MEKF and the proposed filter
share the same observer equations (39a) and (38a). However,
the proposed Riccati equation (38b) differs from the MEKF’s
Riccati equation (39b). The term Ps∑i P
(
P(yi× yˆTi )
)
×
in (38b) is not present in the MEKF. This term will be
very small once the filter has converged and yˆi is close to
yi. More importantly, note that the quadratic term in the
Riccati equation of the proposed filter is different to the
MEKF by utilizing not only the information contained in the
estimates {yˆi} but also the information in the measurements
{yi}. Our simulations indicate better transient and asymptotic
behaviour of the proposed filter compared to the MEKF.
We have performed a series of simulation tests using a
variety of error signals, inputs and system initial conditions.
In all the simulations the two filters (39) and (38) were
tested with the same initial conditions, measurements and
error signals. A situation typical to our simulation tests is
considered which involves a sinusoidal input A with maxi-
mum frequency of 0.1. The input measurement error signal δ
in system (2) is a random process with a standard deviation
of 36 degrees. Two unit reference vectors {ai} that are 56
degrees apart are considered. The measurement error signals
{εi} are assumed to be random processes with standard
deviation of 45 degrees. The system (2) is initiated with a
unit quaternion that has a rotation angle of 158 degrees. The
simulation runs for 50 units of time with a time step of 0.01
units. Figure 1 shows that the rotation angle estimation error
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Fig. 1. Comparing the estimation errors of the proposed filter and
the MEKF. Note that this figure is zoomed to show the first 15 units
of time only.
Fig. 2. Integral of the estimation error of the MEKF minus the
estimation error of the proposed filter. Note that the transient part
of the figure has been removed. As can be seen the error difference is
growing as time evolves which indicates that the error of the proposed
filter is asymptotically smaller than the error of the MEKF.
of the proposed filter converges to a small value more rapidly
compared to the MEKF. This phenomenon is consistently
observed in all simulations with different parameters which
shows that the proposed filter has a more desirable transient
behaviour compared to the MEKF. Figure 2 illustrates the
integral of the rotation angle estimation error of the proposed
filter subtracted from the rotation angle estimation error
of the MEKF plotted against time. The integral is slowly
growing in time which indicates the proposed filter has also
a slight advantage in the asymptotic behaviour compared to
the MEKF. This behaviour difference is also observed in
most of our simulation tests with different initial conditions
and measurement errors.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we apply Mortensen’s nonlinear filtering
approach to kinematics on the Lie group SO(3). We obtain
the exact form of a minimum-energy (optimal) filter for this
system. We show that it involves the Hessian of the value
function (of the corresponding optimal control problem) for
which we derive a dynamic equation neglecting the third or-
der derivative of the value function. By means of simulations
we conclude that the proposed filter outperformances the
industry standard method MEKF in several situations with
different measurement and initialization errors.
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